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Redox metalloproteins are emerging as promising candidates for future bio-optoelectronic and

nano-biomemory devices, and the control of their electron transfer properties through external sig-

nals is still a crucial task. Here, we show that a reversible on/off switching of the electron current

tunnelling through a single protein can be achieved in azurin protein molecules adsorbed on gold

surfaces, by applying appropriate voltage pulses through a scanning tunnelling microscope tip. The

observed changes in the hybrid system tunnelling properties are discussed in terms of long-

sustained charging of the protein milieu. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4919911]

Redox metalloproteins play a key role in a wide variety

of biological processes, such as photosynthesis and respira-

tion, due to their capability to efficiently shuttle electrons

among active sites of partner proteins.1 In the last years, their

electron transfer (ET) properties have been extensively stud-

ied in view of potential bioelectronics and biosensor applica-

tions.2–7 In particular, much effort has been devoted to

control their ET processes at single molecule level, by means

of external signal inputs; this deserving challenging perspec-

tives also in the applicative field of biomemories.8–11

Among redox metalloproteins, most attention has been

focused on the blue copper protein Azurin (Az) for several

reasons, among which: (i) the protein displays a remarkable

robustness combined with an efficient electron conjugation

ability with metal electrodes, giving rise to stable hybrid

nanostructures;11–22 (ii) it is characterized by a very efficient

and fast intramolecular charge transfer, whose molecular

pathway is quite well established;23 and (iii) it maintains its

biorecognition capability towards natural partners and bio-

molecules of clinical interest, even immobilized onto inor-

ganic substrates.24,25

The Az active site, which is crucially involved in the ET

process, contains a copper (Cu) ion which is able to switch

between two stable oxidation states (Cu1þ/Cu2þ).26 Within

the active site, the Cu ion is liganded to five Az aminoacidic

residues, according to a peculiar distorted tetrahedral sym-

metry that gives rise to the characteristic ligand field energy

levels (d-d optical transitions), which, in turn, endows Az

with an intense ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT)

absorption band.26 This symmetry, which moreover deter-

mines the protein redox potential, can be finely tuned by the

vibrational “quake” induced by the docking of the partner,

resulting in a facilitated physiological ET.1

By means of femtosecond pump–probe and resonant

Raman spectroscopy experiments, combined to theoretical-

computational approaches, it has been shown that the excita-

tion of the LMCT optical band could induce the activation of

the Az active site phonons and, to a minor extent, of the pro-

tein collective modes of some biological relevance.27–29

Thus, an intriguing interplay among ET, optical, and

vibrational properties seems to characterize the physiological

functioning of Az. This would make the proteins suitable

candidates for applications in bio-optoelectronic devices,

provided that the cross interaction among electronic, optical,

and vibrational behaviour could be appropriately controlled.

Within this contest, we have recently demonstrated that

electron tunnelling through single Az molecules onto a semi-

conducting surface can be significantly enhanced by optical

excitation of the LMCT band at 632 nm;10 on the other hand,

it has been shown that the ET properties of Az molecules

bound to gold electrodes can be controlled by tuning the

electrochemical potential11–15 or by stress-induced structure

modification.17,30

In this paper, we show that electron tunnelling through

Az molecules assembled on a gold (Au) electrode can be

reversibly on/off switched by appropriate voltage pulses

applied by a scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) tip

placed on the top of a single Az protein molecule.

Controlled Az/Au hybrid systems were prepared by

incubating the Au substrates (which have been previously

annealed with a butane flame, to obtain re-crystallized atomi-

cally flat (111) terraces over hundreds of nanometers) with

an Az solution (100 lM in 50 mM ammonium acetate, pH

4.6) for about 12 h at 4 �C. Then, they were rinsed with ultra-

pure water and accurately dried with pure nitrogen. STM

measurements have been performed by using an Agilent

PicoLE 5100 microscope, with final preamplifier sensitivity

of 1 nA/V and mechanically cut Au tip.

The experimental conditions are schematically outlined

in Fig. 1(a). The Az molecule is sketched as being bound to

the Au surface through its disulphide bridge, with the active

site oriented towards the STM tip; such a binding having

been reported in several experiments.13–21

Fig. 1(b) shows a typical STM image obtained from our

hybrid Az/Au system. The globular objects observed are

remarkably stable in time, against repetitive scanning, as wit-

nessed by the image in Fig. 1(c), which has been acquired
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after continuous scanning for 20 min. The average lateral

size of the bright spots is 3.9 6 0.6 nm, in good agreement

with the crystallographic dimensions of Az (4.4 6 0.9 nm

(Ref. 31)); while their apparent height results to be much

smaller (0.22 6 0.04 nm), as it is generally remarked for

STM images of Az proteins on metal surfaces.13,14,16

For homogeneous conductive materials imaged by STM

at constant current value, the brightness of the observed topo-

graphic features is directly correlated to the real vertical

dimension of the imaged structures. On the contrary, when

almost non-conductive objects (such as biomolecules) are

assembled on conductive surfaces, their STM image contrast

cannot be solely attributed to the relief of the structures under

investigation. Indeed, the corresponding piezo vertical dis-

placement (which is much smaller than the real topographic

dimensions) results from an increase in the tunnelling current,

likely due to non-negligible conductive properties whose ori-

gin is still quite controversial. Biomolecule conductance has

been tentatively attributed to the hydration water molecules,32

to the presence of dissolved ions,33 or to a subtle balance

among non-resonant and resonant tunnelling, and hopping

processes occurring within the biomolecular bonds.34 In par-

ticular, it has been suggested that the brightness of the STM

features associated to the Az protein (i.e., its capability of sus-

taining an electron tunnelling current, that we will call

“tunnelling conductivity,” from here on) could be due to a

two-step resonant tunnelling.12–15 Such a process occurs when

a metalloprotein is entangled between two metal electrodes

(STM tip and surface, in our case) and, under the application

of a suitable bias, it results having an electronic state energeti-

cally aligned with the Fermi level of an electrode. This molec-

ular electronic state is then exploited by the tunnelling

electrons, in order to reduce the tunnelling distance, also

improving the tunnelling rate. Generally, the electronic states

involved in such a process are the lowest unoccupied molecu-

lar orbital (LUMO) and the highest occupied molecular or-

bital (HOMO) that correspond to the oxidized and reduced

state of the Az redox centre, respectively. Thus, the brightness

of the STM image of an Az molecule adsorbed on an Au sur-

face should be somewhat dependent on the accessibility of

such electronic states, that should be properly aligned with the

tip and surface Fermi levels.12–15

After having imaged single Az proteins, we have placed

the STM tip on top of individual molecules, with subnanom-

eter accuracy (consistently with the piezo drift value), and

we have submitted them to 0.05 s long voltage pulses in the

1.0–3.5 V range (either positive or negative), after having

disengaged the feedback.

Surprisingly enough, we found that voltage pulses of

suitable intensity were able to reversibly switch off and on

the Az spot brightness (Fig. 2), i.e., its tunnelling conductiv-

ity. Actually, the spot marked by the white arrow in Fig. 2(a)

has completely disappeared in Fig. 2(b), after the application

of a positive pulse of 3.0 V on top of it, according to the volt-

age vs time scheme shown in Fig. 2(d).

Further, the spot brightness is completely recovered

when a negative pulse of the same intensity is applied at the

same tip location, as it is clearly visible in Fig. 2(c). This off/

on switching of the Az feature brightness in the STM images

(i.e., of the protein tunnelling conductivity) was successfully

repeated for several positive/negative voltage pulse cycles,

upon different molecules, without registering any image dis-

placement and for bias voltages in the 2.0–3.5 V range. No

change in the protein tunnelling conductivity was, instead,

observed when bright spots were first submitted to negative

voltage pulses.

Such tunnelling conductivity off/on switching as a

function of local voltage pulses, as applied by means of a

nanosized tip, has never been observed before in redox bio-

molecules, and might deserve a strong interest for future

development of biomaterial-based memories and bio-

optoelectronic devices with biosensing properties. Indeed,

the occurrence of a similar phenomenon has been registered

in isolated atoms,35 inorganic nanocrystals,36,37 small

organic molecules,38,39 and peptides,40 and it has been

interpreted as being due to a modification of the tip-system-

substrate energy level alignment, as induced by conforma-

tional changes or charging effects.

Charging effects have been invoked for those nanosys-

tems characterized by a relatively high electrical capacity

and asymmetric conduction characteristics; resulting in long-

sustained modification of the conduction state on the time

scale of STM measurements (tens of minutes). In particular,

these are inorganic, semiconductor nanocrystals with asym-

metric electrode contact resistances, also embedded in a

polymeric matrix.36,37

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic representation of the working conditions, at positive

sample bias. (b) and (c) STM images of an Az/Au sample acquired at

Vbias¼þ0.5 V, I¼ 0.06 nA, scanning rate¼ 4.1 Hz, scan size¼ 50 � 50 nm,

and z scale¼ 0.250 nm: (b) after approaching and (c) after 20 min of contin-

uous scanning.

FIG. 2. STM images of an Az/Au sample (scan size¼ 50 � 50 nm; z sca-

le¼ 300 pm; Vbias¼þ0.5 V; I¼ 0.06 nA; and scan rate¼ 4.1 Hz): (a) after

approaching the surface; (b) after the application of a positive bias pulse

(þ3.0 V; 0.05 s); and (c) after the application of a negative bias pulse

(�3.0 V; 0.05 s). The white arrows indicate the place where voltage pulses

have been applied, according to the voltage vs time plot (not in scale) shown

in panel (d).
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Due to its nanosized dimensions and dielectric nature,

Az protein is known to be endowed with a relatively high

electrical capacity, when entangled within hybrid nanostruc-

tures;21,22 the corresponding capability of trapping charges

having been exploited to build up biomemories.11 Also,

some asymmetry in the conduction characteristics of the Az/

Au system has been previously put into evidence, as mainly

due to the different strength of the electronic coupling that

the protein establishes with the substrate (via the S-Au bond-

ing) and the tip.15–18 Moreover, the “off” conduction state of

the protein, as induced by the voltage pulses, is stable upon

several consecutive image scans.

According with this line of evidences, we could attribute

the observed off/on switching of the Az/Au system tunnel-

ling conductivity to a charging of protein milieu. In particu-

lar, we suggest that charges could be trapped at the Az-Au

interface, with the Az-Au contact acting as a conductance

“bottle-neck” (the effect is observed only when injecting

electrons from the tip toward the surface, through the pro-

tein, by setting positive sample bias as shown in Fig. 1(a)).

The phenomenological model we are proposing to

explain the overall process is resumed in Fig. 3. The energy

level diagram of the tip-Az-Au system, under the application

of a moderate positive bias to the sample for STM imaging,

is shown in Fig. 3(a). The Fermi level of the Au surface is

situated at a lower energy with respect to that of the tip, due

to the applied voltage (þ0.5 V in the sketched case).

According to Marcus’ theory, the molecular electronic states

are represented with a broadening of 0.3 eV (Ref. 14) and

with an energy gap between HOMO and LUMO that is twice

the activation energy for charge exchange, also called reor-

ganization energy k.18 By assuming that k is similar in STM

and in electrochemical ET,12 its value can be estimated to be

about 0.5 eV,18 with a resulting HOMO-LUMO gap of about

1.0 eV. Moreover, the Az electronic states are pinned at the

substrate Fermi level, as due to the Az-Au coupling.18 Under

these hypothesis, the LUMO is aligned with the tip Fermi

level (see Fig. 3(a)), and an efficient two-step resonant tun-

nelling is allowed.12–15

When a short, positive voltage pulse (above the 2.0 V

threshold) is applied to the Az/Au system, the induced elec-

tron flux may overcome the protein conduction capabilities

and an amount of charges may be trapped within the protein

milieu. This is likely due to: (i) the relatively high electrical

capacitance displayed by Az when entangled in hybrid nano-

structures;21,22 (ii) the limited conductance of the hybrid sys-

tem, mainly controlled by the S-Au bond which constitutes a

sort of “bottle-neck” for the conduction at the Az-Au inter-

face (the overall Az/Au conductance has been measured to

be about G� 10�5 G0, where G0¼ 2e2/h� 77.4 lS is the

quantum conductance).15

The potential created by trapped charges affects the

energy level alignment of the tip-Az-Au system,36,37 induc-

ing, in particular, a shift of the protein energy levels towards

higher energies, as shown in Fig. 3(b). If such a shift is

intense enough (higher than 0.15 eV, in the sketched case),

the Az LUMO moves out from the energy range suitable for

allowing resonant tunnelling, as shown in Fig. 3(b), and only

the less efficient direct non-resonant tunnelling between tip

and substrate is then allowed. Within this picture, trapped

charges and limited conduction would result in a long-

sustained protein low tunnelling state.36 Upon the applica-

tion of a successive, reversed voltage pulse, the trapped

charges are removed and, in turn, the hybrid system energy

levels are shifted back with a concomitant restoring of the

more efficient resonant tunnelling (Fig. 3(c)).

In summary, we have observed that the capability of sin-

gle Az molecules adsorbed on an Au surface to sustain an

electron tunnelling current (i.e., their tunnelling conductivity)

can be controlled through voltage pulses applied by means of

an STM tip. In particular, electron trapping within the protein

can be induced or removed, and this may tune the energy level

alignment of the hybrid system; likely allowing, over a charg-

ing threshold, a reversible switching of the tunnelling regime

from an Az-mediated resonant tunnelling to a direct, non-

resonant tip-to-surface tunnelling. Such a technique to control

off/on switching of the transport capabilities of a nanosized

biological object assembled on an Au electrode could be par-

ticularly interesting in view of future application, also in the

field of biomemories and biooptoelectronic devices.
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